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たものである（Hashimoto and Kikuchi, ２００５b）。
１８４０UTに昼側に位置していた極冠の Resolute Bay























著者 年 現象 周期 原因
Araki １９７７ 地 磁 気 急 始 部
（PRI） １～２分 太陽風動圧
Kikuchi他 １９９６ DP２地磁気変動 数十分～１時間 太陽風磁場
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Abstract
Plasma convection in the earth’s magnetosphere is driven by the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. The en-
ergy of the convection inflows from the dayside magnetosphere to the magnetotail and propagates to the polar
ionosphere accompanying field-aligned currents. Enhancement and reduction in the convection would cause dis-
turbances in the magnetosphere-ionosphere（MI）coupling system, such as geomagnetic storms, substorm, and
so on. The energy inflow process has been, therefore, one of the important subjects of the space weather study,
but it is still unsolved. This paper describes the crucial role of the ionosphere in the energy transmission in the
MI coupling system. The ionosphere has been ignored in the energy transmission process, since the ionosphere
is characterized by a medium that dissipates the electromagnetic energy as the Joule heating. In recent years,
however, it has been observationally shown that the convection electric field instantaneously propagates from the
dayside to the nightside in the polar ionosphere. Furthermore, we showed the observational fact that the plasma
convection is enhanced in the inner magnetosphere and the near-earth magnetotail at one minute into the devel-
opment of the convection electric field in the ionosphere. We argue that the transmission of the electromagnetic
energy in the space below the ionosphere would play a major role in the energy redistribution of the convection
in the entire MI coupling system.
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